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The vote recountin the 2000 Presidentialelection (Broward,Miami-Dadeand Palm Beach Counties,Florida)is examinedfor evidence of
bias. A precinct-leveldatasetis constructed,incorporatingthe machine-votetally, the recountvote tally, voterregistrationdemographics,and
the ballot review by media sources. A new multivariatebeta-logitmodel is introducedthatallowsjoint modelingof multivariateunobserved
latent probabilities.A simple two-step estimatoris proposedthat approximatesthe joint maximumlikelihood estimator.The estimates are
consistent with a strong hypothesis:that the recountvote tally was unbiased.Specifically,it is found that the precinct-levelmachine-vote
probabilityfor a candidateis an unbiasedpredictorfor the hand-recountundervoteprobability.Thereis no evidence of bias in the recount.
KEY WORDS: Beta-logit;Election; Latentvariable;Overdispersion;Votes.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the State of Florida,the November2000 Presidentialelection was decidedin favorof TexasGovernorGeorgeW. Bush by
an official marginof 537 votes. The vote was bitterlycontested,
with the DemocraticPartyappealingfor hand recountsin four
counties. The core dispute concerned three large counties in
SouthernFlorida(Broward,Miami-Dade,andPalmBeach) that
used punch-cardballots, and had a large number of undervotes, ballots thatregisteredno Presidentialvote in the machine
tally, and overvotes, ballots that registered multiple Presidential votes. Undervotes(ratherthan overvotes)were the primary
focus of the recount effort. The debate centered on whethera
voter'sintentcould be determinedwithoutbias from a handexaminationof a punch-cardundervote.This debaterests on two
questions:(1) what is the underlyingcause of undervotes,and
(2) will a handrecountbe biased.
A punch-cardballot contains small rectangularpieces called
"chads."The voterinsertsthe punchcardinto a voting machine,
which lines up the chads with the candidatenames, and uses a
stylus to punchthe ballot. Accordingto design, the chad should
fall away, leaving a clean hole, which should be read as a valid
vote by the counting machine.
Manyballots were not machinereadable,however,andhence
were undervotes.Some of the undervoteswere completely unmarked,and othershad "marks"(a partiallydislodged chad for
a Presidentialcandidate),as observedin the ballotreview.Some
had chadswith one, two, or three,cornersdetached(a "hanging
chad").Some chads were indentedbut with no cornerdetached
(a "dimple"or "pregnantchad").Otherswere punchedthrough
so light would pass, but the chad was not detached (a "pinprick").To complicate matters, some ballots contained chads
which were punched in locations which did not correspondto
any Presidentialcandidate.Finally, some voters used a pen or
pencil to indicatetheir votes, circling or underlyingthe appropriatenumber,or writinga candidate'sname by hand.
Part of the political debate centered on the fundamental
causes of the undervotemarks. Predictably,the two political
sides took opposing views. The Democratsarguedthat marked
ballots were due to machine error and should be interpreted
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as legally valid votes. The Republicans presented alternative
causes for partially dislodged chads, including mishandling,
and the possibility that the marks were made by voters who
contemplatedmaking a vote, but decided to abstainfrom voting. The two political camps also had distinct positions on the
bias of a hand recount.Most notably, the Republicansargued
that a handrecountwould be highly biased and proneto error.
Such claims have statisticalimplications.If undervotemarks
are caused by machine error, then the distributionof these
marks across candidates (in an individual voting precinct)
should follow the same probability distributionas machinereadable ballots. If the marks are due to mishandling, then
the marks should be randomlydistributed,independentof the
machine-readableballot distribution.If voter error (including
abortedvotes) is the cause, then the distributionof markswill
be correlatedwith otherfactors such as precinctdemographics,
since voter erroris likely to be systematic.If a hand recountis
unbiased,then the handrecountwill accuratelyreflect the mark
distribution(regardlessof the cause of the marks). Finally, if
the hand recount is politically biased, then the hand recount
distributionwill be shifted to favorthe preferredparty.
This discussion leads naturallyto a statistical investigation
of the association between the machine-countedvote distribution and the hand-countedvote distribution.The tighter the
link between these two distributions,the more solid the case
that the hand-countedvotes representedvalid voter intent. Indeed, these two distributionscoincide if the cause of undervote
marksis randommachineerrorand handrecountsareunbiased.
If these distributionsare indeed identical,then it is hardto conceive of an alternativemechanismthroughwhich this could occur. Somewhatmore generally,an implicationtermedthe unbiased hypothesisis thatthe latentmachine-voteprobabilityis an
unbiasedpredictorof the recountvote probability.The present
investigationfocuses on this hypothesis.
This article reportson a statistical investigationof the vote
and recountpatternsin Broward,Miami-Dade,and Palm Beach
Counties. The focus is on undervotesand the two-partyPresidential vote, ignoring third-partyvotes and overvotes. The
analysis is based on a collection of several data sources at the
precinct level in the three counties: the official tally by the
vote machines, the hand recounts conducted by the canvassing boards, the review of the undervoteballots by the MiamiHerald, and the precinct-level voter registrationdemographic
aggregates.
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To investigatethe association between the machine-readable
votes and the hand-recountvotes, a multivariategeneralization of the beta-logit model is proposed. The precinct-level
vote probabilitiesare modeled as unobservablelatentvariables,
drawn from a beta distribution,with the mean a logit function of precinct-level observables. This latent variablemodel
directly allows for overdispersionand clustering, in contrast
to binomial-logit models, which requirean ad hoc adjustment
for overdispersion.The multivariateextension of the beta-logit
model presentedhere is new and allows a study of the relationship between two unobservedprobabilities.A very useful finding is thatthe joint likelihood functionis well approximatedby
the sum of two likelihood components,and thus the maximum
likelihood estimator(MLE) can be approximatedby a two-step
estimatorin which each step is a univariatebeta-logitestimator.
Because the latteris computationallysimple, estimationof the
joint model is computationallyeasy.
The univariatebeta-logit model was proposed by Heckman
and Willis (1977) to study female labor force participation.
Other applicationsinclude strike duration(Kennan 1985), covariate measurementerror(Prentice 1986), and ecological inference (King, Rosen, and Tanner1999).
Our major question of interest is the determinationof the
recountvote-from-undervoteprobabilities.The empiricalfindings from the multivariatebeta-logit model are clear, with
strongsupportfor the unbiasedhypothesisand no statisticalevidence for other claims. The estimatedconditionalexpectation
functionfor the recountvote probabilityis virtuallyidenticalto
the machine vote probability,which is the precise implication
of the unbiasedhypothesis. There is no evidence of bias in the
recountvote.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
univariateand bivariatebeta-logit models. Section 3 describes
the data and how they were collected. Section 4 describes
the empirical model and reportsthe estimates. The Appendix
presentsexplicit expressionsfor the firstand second derivatives
of the log-likelihood and constructsthe approximateMLE for
the bivariatebeta-logit model. The complete datasetand Gauss
programsused to compute the estimates are available on the
author's webpage (www.ssc. wisc. edu/bhansen).

2. MODEL
2.1 UnivarateBeta-Logit
There are n precincts each with ni voters. For simplicity,
suppose that each voter either takes action A or B. (These actions can include voting for a particularcandidateor specific
"errors,"such as undervotingor overvoting.) Because within
a precinct the voters are undifferentiated,each voter within a
precinctcan be viewed as independentand identically distributed, with precinct-specificprobabilitypi of taking action A.
Equivalently,in precinct i the numberof A actions yi out of
ni voters is binomial with parameterpi. Because there is geographic clustering of voters with similar political preferences,
pi is a latent randomvariable whose distributionmay depend
on precinct-specificcovariatesxi (average precinct characteristics). A simple parametricdistributionis the binomial-logit,
which sets pi = X(f'xi), where A(s) = (1 + exp(-s))-1

is the

logit function. Unfortunately,this deterministicspecificationis

an unrealisticfeature,because it is unlikely that the covariates
can accountfor all variationin pi, a situationknown as overdispersion, or extrabinomial variation. One solution is to treat the

binomial likelihood as a quasi-likelihoodand adjust the standard errorsto account for overdispersion,as was done by, for
example, Wandet al. (2001). This is convenient for the study
of a single set of ballots, but inappropriatefor a study of two or
more sets of ballots, as is reportedin this article.
Our preferredapproachis to explicitly model pi as random
using the beta distribution,
beta(p I t, 0) =

- O)) pF(-p(1
F(OAu)F((l

-

p)

The conditionaldensity of pi given xi is beta(pi I 1i, 0), where
Iti = X(P'xi). Because E(pi) = X(Q'xi),the beta-logitgeneralizes the binomial-logit,allowing for variationin pi beyond the
meanX(3'xi). The parameter0 indexesthe dispersionof pi. As
0 -- oo, the distributioncollapses to the binomial-logit.
Let 4' = (P, 0). The beta-logitlog-likelihood is

/,1()

=
i=l

.log

f (yi ni,xi,

f (yiIni,xi, ),

)

- yi + (1 ti)O)F(O)
Sni\ F(yi + Li0)F(ni
- uti)O)
+
F(ni O)F(/aiO)F((l
Y)i

(1)

The MLE, / = ( , 0), is found by numericalmaximizationof
the log-likelihood function 1,,(f). Analytic first- and secondderivatives are given in the Appendix. The log-likelihood is
quite well behaved and can be maximized using the Newton
methodin just a few seconds on a personalcomputer.
The conditional distributionof the latent pi given yi is
beta and has the conditional mean E(pi yi)= p* -= (yi +
= p
(1 - p*)/(1 +
tiO0)/(ni + 0) and variance var(pi yi)

ni + 0). The conditionalmean p7 is a weighted averageof the
precinct mean yi/ni and the unconditionalmean /i, with the
weights dependingon 0 and ni. When 0 is large (low overdispersion) or ni is small, then p7* [ti, and the realized data,
yi/ni, has little impact on the precinct estimate. On the other
hand, when 0 is small (large dispersion) or ni is large, then
and the unconditionalmean, /i, has little impact.
Pi y~i/ni,
It is also useful to observethatwhen ni + 0 is large, var(pi I yi)
shrinksto 0, and the conditionaldistributionof pi given yi collapses to a point mass at p .

2.2 BivariateBeta-Logit
Consider a model of two jointly related counts (e.g., the
machine-countableand hand-countablevotes). Formally, in
each precinctthere are two sets of voters, which may be intersecting or disjoint. The first group has n Ii voters, of whom yii
take action A1 and nli - yli take action B1. The second group
has n2i voters, of whom y2i take action A2 and n2i - Y2i take

action B2. Assume that therearejointly dependentlatentprobabilities pli and p2i such that conditional on (pli, P2i), y li and

are independentbinomial randomvariableswith binomial
probabilitiespli and p2i. This means that all stochasticdependence between yli and y2i is due to thejoint dependenceof pli
Y2i

and p2i
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Assume thatthe marginaldistributionof pli is beta, and that
the conditional distributionof p2i given pli is beta with pli
only enteringthe meanfunction.Thusthe pair (pli, P2i) has the
joint density beta(pli I #li, 01)beta(p2i I g2i(Pli), 02), where
=
and x - (x'2 t(pli))'
/l1i =- (flXli),
t2i(Pli)
a(2Xi'),
(2x) with t (pli)
is an augmentedcovariatevector,
az a- transformation
zi
of pli. It will be useful to observe that the conditional mean
functionsof these variablesare
E(pli) =
-(
E(p2i I Pli) =

'xli),
(i
r(/2xi) -=

21x2i+ 22t(Pli)),

where ,' = (8;21822) has been partitioned. Let

f1

= (i0,
01)

and *2 = (32, 02).
One useful choice for t(.) is t(p) = log(p), for then the parameterP22 is the elasticity (i.e., elasticity of p with respect
to x is the percentagechange in p due to a 1% change in x)
of p2i with respect to pli. Anotherimportantchoice is the inverse logit t(p) = ?-l(p) = log(p/(1 - p)), for then the importantrestriction E(p2i I Pli) = Pli holds under the restrictions 22 = 1 and P21 = 0.
An approximateMLE for the bivariatebeta-logit model is
given in the Appendix.

Table1. Data Summary(VotingPrecincts:ExcludesAbsentee Ballots)
Broward

Miami-Dade

PalmBeach

609
537,680
359,255
156,876
5,308
877
394

613
610,777
311,943
265,260
9,302
305
133

516
415,367
244,892
132,702
9,104
507
321

2846
157
984
1358
126
206

4633
1948
57
1564
527
52

2033
123
60
5941
272
71

Voterregistration records
Total
887,161
Democrat
456,617
Otherparty
163,925
Black
125,151
58,973
Hispanic
Female
478,693
21,680
Age 17-20
96,066
Age 21-29
94,412
Age 56-64
214,093
Age 65-up

896,912
396,518
161,520
176,806
398,573
498,335
37,982
121,855
113,748
212,590

658,837
296,122
131,089
125,151
20,941
358,714
12,341
58,687
76,032
228,073

Votes
Votingprecincts
Ballots
MachineGore
MachineBush
Undervotes
RecountGore
RecountBush
Undervote review
No mark
Punch inwronghole
Clean-punch
Dimple
Pinprick
Hangingchad

3. DATA
Precinct-level data are available for the three punch-card
counties in southernFloridathat initiatedhand recountsof the
Presidentialballots: Broward,Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach.
This analysis primarilyconsiders the regularvoting precincts,
and treatsabsenteeballots separately.
In each county,therewas an initial machinecount of the ballots and a second machine count. A ballot is termedmachinereadable if the second machine count determinedthere was a
Presidentialvote. For simplicity,we include votes only for Gore
and Bush, excluding third-partyvotes. We use the second machine count as the recountchanges were measuredrelativeto it.
The first section of Table 1 summariesthe total numberof ballots, the machine-counttotals each for Gore and Bush, and the
numberof Undervotes.Also reportedarethe totalnet additional
votes for Gore and Bush obtainedfrom the handrecounts.
All three counties initiated a hand recount of the ballots.
Broward and Palm Beach completed their recounts, whereas
Miami-Daderecountedonly 112 of 613 voting precincts. (The
Countyboardwas recountingthe precinctsroughlyin orderby
precinctnumber.This is not a randomsample of precincts,because these precinctstended to be concentratedin older urban
neighborhoods.This should not induce a selection bias, however, as it is not selecting on outcomes. To check robustness
to this claim, all the analysis was repeated with the MiamiDade precinctsexcluded, andnone of the resultschangedmeaningfully.) The data for BrowardCounty were providedby the
BrowardCounty Elections Board in a formatthat needs to be
explained in detail. Their only official precinct-levelrecord is
a sheet-by-sheet hand account of the recount process. These
sheets contain marks indicating the changes in the vote count
for each candidate. For many precincts, there are multiple
marks indicatingvote changes. Treatingall of these markings
as valid new votes, the markingsindicate a total of 1,124 new
votes for Gore and 582 new votes for Bush. (This total includes

the absentee precincts and does not truncatenegative precinct
new vote totals.) This is close to (albeit slightly differentfrom)
the official gain of 1,142 for Gore and 579 for Bush. Despite
this discrepancy,these dataare used for the presentanalysis.
The informationreflectsthe changes in each candidate'svote
totals due to the recount.In most precincts,the votes were unchanged or increased,but in some precincts there were slight
vote decreases (nearlyall just a single vote) for individualcandidates. Because this is inconsistentwith the presentmodeling
strategy,the recountvotes for each candidateare truncatedat 0.
A more sophisticatedanalysis would allow for vote decreases,
but given the small numberof these occurrencesthis does not
seem important.
The Miami-Heraldnewspaperreviewed the undervoteballots, as described by Merzer (2001). For each ballot, they
recordedwhetherthe ballotcontainedno visible marks,whether
their was a mark in a position that did not correspondto a
valid vote, or whetherthere was a visible markcorresponding
to a particularcandidate.If there was such a mark,then they
recorded the type of mark. Totals for the voting precincts are
reportedin the second section of Table 1.
Finally, precinct-level voter registrationrecords were also
used. The counties maintainrecordson voterregistrationapplicationsandthushave informationon voters'political affiliation,
race, gender,anddate of birth.For each precinctin all counties,
available data include we have the total number of registered
voters, political affiliation (one of three categories: Republican, Democrat, and "other,"which includes third-partiesand
Independents),race and ethnicity (by three categories:"Black,
not of Hispanic origin", "Hispanic",and "other,"which includes non-Hispanicwhites, Asians, and American Indians),
and breakdownsby gender and the age categories 17-20, 2129, 30-55, 56-64, and 65-up, as providedby the counties. Totals by county are reportedin the thirdsection of Table 1.
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4. EMPIRICAL
MODEL
4.1 LatentProbabilities
A joint distributionof four latentprobabilitiesfor the regular
voting precinctsis estimated.These probabilitiesareas follows:
* p, the probabilitythat a machine-readablevote goes to
Gore
* pa, the probabilitythata ballot is unmarked(abstentions)
* pm, the probabilitythata ballot is marked
* q, the probabilitythata recountvote goes to Gore.
Here a recount vote is an undervotethat was determinedto
have a legal vote for a Presidentialcandidateby the countycanvassing board, and an undervoteis a ballot that the machine
tally determinedhad no vote for a Presidentialcandidate(this
excludes overvotes). A markedballot is an undervotethat had
a mark(a partiallydislodged chad) for a Presidentialcandidate,
as observed in the ballot review. An unmarkedballot is an undervote that had no marks for a Presidentialcandidate,as observed in the ballot review.
It is importantto note thatthese four probabilitiesare freely
varying (i.e., there are no adding-uprestrictions)with the exception that Pa + Pm is the probabilityof an undervote,and
thus mustbe less thanone. Interestfocuses mainly on E (q I p).
Initially,consider an idealized environmentin which the recount process was unbiasedand nonpartisan,so that the votes
counted in the handrecountare honest reflectionsof the ballot
marks (regardlessof the source of the marks). Let q0 denote
Gore's percentageof the recountballots in this idealized situation, and consider the function E(qo Ip). Considerthe implications for this function of the three potentialcauses for ballot
marks.First, if machine erroris the sole cause for marks,then
markedballots are randomdrawsfrom the populationof all intended votes in a precinctand hence E(q0 I p) = p. Second, if
voter erroris the cause for marks,then q0 will be determined
by the political preferencesof the subpopulationthat is prone
to make the ballot punching error (e.g., elderly, uneducated,
and first-time voters). In this case E(qo I p) can be a more
complicatedfunction,and in particularcan vary with precinctspecific variables. Third, if mishandlingis the sole cause for
marks,then markedballots arenoise. Hence q0 will be independent of precinct-specificfactors, implying that E(qo I p) = c,

a constant. If all three factors are relevant, then the function
E(qo I p) will be a weighted function of the three cases presented here. The weights may vary between precincts, so the
weighted averageE(qo0 p) may vary with these factorproportions.
Additionally,the recount process may have been subject to
bias, taking the form of differing standardsapplied to ballots.
Bias will have the effect of altering the probabilities that a
markedballot is counted as a valid vote, raising or lowering
E(q I p) relative to E(qo I p). If the source of marks is pure
machine error and the recount is unbiased, then E (q I p) =
E(qo I p) = p. This is the leading scenario, and it is termed
the unbiasedhypothesis.Othercauses for marksand/orrecount
bias will distortE (q I p) from p; in particular,mishandlingflattens the function, voter errorintroducesprecinct-specificfactors, and recount bias can shift the function up (pro-Gore)or
down (pro-Bush).

4.2 Multivariate
Beta-Logit
The multivariatebeta-logitmodel as describedin Section 2 is
used with the ordering(p, pa, Pm,q). (Thus p has a univariate
beta-logit distribution,and Pa is conditionally beta-logit with
a conditionalmean dependingon p, and soon.) This specification allows for full joint dependencebetween the latent probabilities. As a robustnesscheck, if the ordering(p, Pm, Pa, q) is
used instead,then the resultsdo not change meaningfully.
In each equationthe conditionalmean includes dummyvariables for each of the three counties, plus eight voter registration variables(the percentageof registeredvoters who are Democrats,otherparty,Black, Hispanic,Female, age 17-20, age
21-29, age 56-64, and age 65-up). The voter registrationcovariatesare expressedas ratios to their sample averages. In all
cases, the latent probabilitiesp, Pa, and Pm enter the conditional mean equationsusing a logarithmictransformation,with
the importantexception of the q equation, in which p enters
using an inverselogit link as discussed in Section 2.2 and has a
county-specificslope.

4.3 MachineVote, Unmarked,and MarkedBallots
The first column of Table 2 contains the estimatedequation
for p-the probabilitythat a machine-readablevote goes to

Table2. Ballots
P
Palm Beach
Miami-Dade

Broward
Democrat (%)
Other party (%)

Black (%)
Hispanic (%)
Female (%)
Age 17-20 (%)
Age 21-29 (%)
Age 56-64 (%)
Age 65-up (%)
log(p)
log(pa)
0

Pa

Pm

Pm-Dimples

Pm-Pinpricks

-3.83(.27)
-3.89(.27)

-5.01(1.01)
-4.65(1.01)

-2.60(1.32)
-3.72(1.31)

-2.79(1.42)
-4.06(1.41)

-3.62(2.50)
-3.30(2.49)

-12.86(3.89)
-13.79(3.85)

-3.83(.27)

-4.92(1.01)

-3.62(1.31)

-3.90(1.40)

-4.34(2.49)

-12.17(3.85)

-.85(.35)
-.28(.21)

-.73(.38)
-.16(.23)

-1.63(.66)
-.79(.37)

.02(.03)
.21(.05)
.91(.42)
-.04(.07)
-.19(.42)
.28(.13)
-.07(.21)
1.12(.32)
.23(.07)
193(19)

.01(.03)
.14(.05)
.98(.46)
-.03(.07)
-.30(.45)
.25(.14)
-.13(.22)
.97(.36)
.24(.08)
187(18)

.09(.07)
.33(.08)
.21(.79)
-.20(.13)
-.54(.85)
.20(.24)
-.07(.42)
1.68(.53)
.11(.13)
1,165(233)

2.34(.04)
.87(.04)

.45(.27)
.17(.17)

.14(.01)
-.11(.01)
.19(.13)
.02(.02)
.54(.10)
.11(.03)
.39(.05)

.14(.02)
.10(.04)
.19(.33)
-.16(.05)
-.97(.33)
-.29(.10)
-.09(.17)
-.13(.23)

141(8)

664(56)

Note:Generalizedmethod-of-moments
standarderrorsare in parentheses.

Pm-Chads

-.70(1.17)
-.42(.68)

-.13(.10)
.44(.19)
2.16(1.36)
.16(.22)
3.37(1.31)
1.01(.38)
1.25(.67)
1.98(1.20)
.34(.15)
1,841(353)
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Gore. All of the included variablesare statistically significant
and fairly precisely estimated. The most importantfactor, as
expected, is the percentage of registered Democrats. Because
this variable(as well as the other covariates)are expressed as
ratios to their sample averages,the elasticity of the probability
of a vote for Gore is approximatelythe coefficient multiplied
by (1 - P) - .38. So the estimated elasticity with respect to
the percentageof registeredDemocrats is .89. The estimated
scale parameter0 correspondsto a standarddeviation in p of
4 percentagepoints. This means thatthe logit conditionalmean
cannot explain all of the variationin the Gore vote percentage.
This varianceincludes all heterogeneitythatis not explainedby
the limited set of covariates.
The second column of Table 2 contains the estimatedequation for Pa, the probabilitythat a ballot is unmarked.This is a
reasonableproxy for abstentions-voters who intentionallydid
not cast a vote for President.It is useful to note thatbecause the
probabilityof an unmarkedballot is very small, the coefficients
on the dummyvariablesaredirectmeasuresof the impacton the
mean probability,and the coefficients on the othervariablesare
elasticities. Abstentions are negatively associated with voters
age 21-29 and positively associated with Democrats, Blacks,
and Hispanics (althoughthe last two effects are small in magnitude).
The third column of Table 2 contains the estimated equation for Pm, the probabilitythat a ballot is marked.Marks are
positively associated with females, Hispanics, and age 56-64.
Marksare also positively associatedwith the abstentionrate Pa
and Gore's vote p. This means thatBush votes and markswere
substitutes.
These results complement the regression analysis of Herron and Sekhon (2003), who showed that undervoterates in
Browardand Miami-DadeCounties were positively associated
with Hispanicsand Blacks. The notabledifferencesare thatthe
presentstudy (unlikeHerronand Sekhon)has disaggregateundervotesinto abstentionsand marks,and conditionson political
affiliationand the Gore vote probability.
As a robustnesscheck, the model for Pm was estimatedafter
markswere disaggregatedinto dimples, pinpricks,and hanging
chads. The estimates are reportedin the fourth,fifth, and sixth
columns of Table2. The resultslook qualitativelysimilarto the
equationfor Pm.
4.4 Vote Recount
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Figure 1. GorePercentage in Recount,PalmBeach County.

but none of the demographiccoefficients were significant,and
so this equationis not presentedhere to conserve space. None
of the individual coefficient estimates is statistically different
than 0 otherthanthe coefficients on
(p), which are close to
.-4be rejected and in fact
unity. The unbiasedhypothesis cannot
the point estimatesare extremelyclose to this case. Thereis no
strongevidence of any systematicvariationin recountvote beyond that predictedby the unbiased hypothesis. In particular,
observe that the coefficients on the county dummy indicators
are insignificantlydifferentfrom 0. This means that there is no
statistical evidence of bias specific to a particularcounty canvassing board.
The unbiasedhypothesis states that the function E (qi Pi =
p) = p shouldbe the 45-degreeline, so this can be qualitatively
assessed by plottingthe estimatedfunction
E(qi

I Pi = P)

=

21

(+

22-(p))

This is done for the threecounties in Figures 1-3. The machine
vote probabilityp is on the x-axis, and the recountvote probability q is on the y-axis. The solid line representsthe estimated
relationship,the dotted line, the 45-degree line (the prediction
of the unbiased hypothesis), and the dashes, pointwise 90%
confidenceintervals.It is fairlyclear thatthe estimatedrelationships are very close to the unbiasedhypothesis. The estimates
are not consistent with a substantialamountof ballot mishandling (which would have flattenedthe functions)or bias (which
would have shrunkthe functionstowardthe favoredparty).
o

Table 3 contains an estimated estimationfor q. An equation
was also estimated with the demographicvariables included,

0
0
0
0Q
0
0
O,
e,6

Table3. Gore VersusBush in
CanvassingBoardRecount

Lr)

Palm Beach

Miami-Dade

-.75(.56)

-.56(.52)

Broward

-.39(.57)

1og(pa)
log(pm)
X.-l(p)-PBC
-l'(p) -MDC
7-1(p) -BC

.01(.09)
-.09(.os5)
1.22(.15)
.87(.14)

0

.81(.11)
34(22)

Note: Generalizedmethod-of-moments
standarderrorsare in parentheses.
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Figure2. GorePercentagein Recount,Miami-DadeCounty.
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APPENDIX: BETA-LOGITLIKELIHOOD

03
oC

A.1 LikelihoodDerivatives

03

d

This sectionpresentsanalyticformulasfor the derivativesof the

ro

univariatebeta-logit model (1). Define G(s) = d log(F(s)), H(s)
Co

n
v
w

d

,5

CD
r,5

;i = .(xjf),

0
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AGli = G(yi + iO) - G(,iO),

0

o
o

=

log(s)),
and
log(F(s)), and
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AG2i = G(ni - Yi + (1 - Xi)O) - G((l - )i)0),
- H(.iO),
AHli = H(yi +
siO)

and

AH2i = H(ni - yi + (1 - hi)O) - H((1 - .i)O).

Figure3. Gore Percentagein Recount,BrowardCounty.

Thefirstandsecondderivatives
of thebeta-logitlog-likelihood
are
The only evidence pointing to the presence of voter erroris
the coefficient on log(pm). In the constrainedequation,this is
borderlinestatisticallysignificant.However,the point estimate
of -.09 is very small, indicating an elasticity of the Gore recount percentagewith respectto the markedvote percentageof
-.034. Thatis, the point estimateimplies thatif the percentage
of markedvotes doubled,then Gore'spercentagein the recount
votes would decline by 3.4% (e.g., from 50% to 48.3%). Thus
even if the effect is valid, it is very small. On balance, it can be
concludedthatthe evidence points to the inconclusivepossibility of a slight Bush leaning among the undervoters.
The statisticalanalysis describedso far has excluded the absentee precincts,because they have severalfundamentaldifferences with regularvoting precincts, including that there is no
demographicmeasurementfor absenteeprecincts.A robustness
check involvedseparatelyexaminingthe recountvote in the absentee ballots. Absentee ballots were recountedin Browardand
PalmBeach Countiesonly, for a totalof 282 precincts.A bivariate beta-logit model was estimatedfor the probabilities(p, q)
with no covariates; Figure 4 plots the estimated relationship
E(q I p). The point estimate lies nearly on the 45 degree line,
consistentwith the unbiasedhypothesis.
To summarize,the statisticalevidence points very stronglyto
the unbiasedhypothesis:the machine-votepercentageis an unbiased predictorof the hand-countundervotepercentage.There
is no evidence of any bias in the hand recount,and only slight
evidence of a possible Bush preferencetilt amongthe undervoters.
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A.2 ApproximateMaximumLikelihoodEstimator
This sectionpresentsan approximate
MLEfor the bivariatebetalogitmodelof Section2.2. Letb(. ) denotethebinomialdistribution
andlet

f2(Y2i I Pli) = 0

C.
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wherethe dependenceon parameters
is suppressed.Lettingfl (yli)
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denotethe marginaldistribution
of yli and
conditionaldensityof Pli givenyli, thejointdistribution
Y2iis approximately
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denotethe estimateof the conditionalmeanof Pli given yli. By a
first-order
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Figure4. GorePercentagein Recount,Absentee Precincts.
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=

1

fl (Yli)

"1(Pli Yli)f2(Y2i

IPli)dpli
d

Sfl (Yli)f2(Y2i I Pi)+

I

fl(Yi)
x

fi2(Y2i Pi)

1(Pli I f1i)(Pli -Pi)dpli

(A.1)
= fl(1Yli)f2(Y2i I li),
the productof two beta-logit densities. Hence the joint log-likelihood
is approximately

where

MLE; thus calculationof the covariancematrix must take both steps
into account. Based on the generalizedmethod-of-momentsprinciple
(see Newey and McFadden 1994), an estimatorof the asymptoticcovariance matrix is

S=

mi ()mi

= (M~'i-p)()',

, where M =

n
dcmi(f),

and

i=
mi~ ) =

(

*1)
log
fl(yli I nli, xli,
( I),
f2 (Y2i I ,

log

2i,*

/

2)

Because the cross-derivative

n
11n(1)

lows that 1/2 is consistent for *2. However, fr = (N/1, 2) is not the

/ln (Vf1) + 12n(*1, o2),

f2)

ln(/fl,

Because in (/l) is a valid likelihood function, the first-step estimator *1 is consistent for V1i. Because r2 only enters the joint
likelihood through 12n(Vl, 2) and Vf is consistent for *1, it fol-

=

Inlii,

i=1logfl(l1i

x1i

1),

n
=
12n(lVf1,12)

2logf2(Y2i
i2i,x"i~

i=1

l),1r2),

and

at9log f2 (Y2i I
nz2i,Xz (l),
_Vfl,

f2)

is complicated and not availablein closed form, it must be evaluated
numerically.
Using sequentialconditioning,this model of two counts can be easily generalizedto multiplecounts.

x2i
x2i(1) It

(PpT,

(Vf

0)

The functions fi and f2 are the beta-logit density functions(1).
The approximationdue to the Taylor expansion merits comment.
As an alternative,numericalintegrationof the integralin (A. 1) is possible. This is a difficult numerical integral, because the conditional
density l1(Pli I Yli) is close to a point mass at p*. when n1i + O1
is large, which is true for most observations.Furthermore,the Taylor approximationis likely to be highly accurate,because the fact that
r1(Pli IYli) is close to a point mass means that the approximation
errorwill be quite small. In sum, the potentialgains from full-fledged
numericalintegrationare small and the costs are large.
Joint estimationover (/fl, 42) is numericallydifficult;thus the following two-step estimatoris proposed.In the first step, 41 maximizes
11n(~fl). In the second step, k2 maximizes
n
12n(1,

2) =
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))

li2),
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